Industrial Services Minimize Risk
and Optimize Schedules
TEAM uses advanced 3D data-capture technologies to provide
analysis, quality control, documentation and decision support
services to help clients eliminate the most common sources of
preventable defects from across the project lifecycle.

Advanced laser scanning systems, operated by the industry’s most experienced
professionals, safely and efficiently capture a project‘s scope. The laser scans
are seamlessly merged to generate a complete and precise digital facility that
is used as the basis for critical decision making and design verification.
Solutions

Services
+

Laser Scanning – Utilizing the latest technology to accurately capture the
true existing conditions.

+

Intelligent 3D Modeling – Utilizing advanced plant modeling software to
produce intelligent 3D models of piping and equipment.

+

Design Verification – 3D CAD designs are integrated with laser scans to
confirm tie-points and ensure design is clash free.

+

Fabrication Verification – Spools and components are verified at the shop
enabling non-conforming parts to be repaired before shipment.

Dimensions for all small bore valves need to
be confirmed before final recommendations
are made. Drawings received all represent
dimensions for 1” RTJ valves.

TP-108
Small Bore piping
positioned from TP-108.

TP-123

Fabricated spool doesn’t match design

TeamInc.com

Dimensional verification on
1” check valves was previously
requested.
Spool PCM-21C-1-1002-1 was
reported as having differences
greater than 3” between the
fabricated spool and design
drawing.
TP-219

TP-221

TEAM provides solutions to
eliminate the most common
causes of project rework:
+ Inaccurate as-built
information
+ Incorrect tie-points
+ Interferences
+ Fabrication errors

Proven Work Process
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Scope &
Turnaround
Package
Support
Work with
planners and
inspection groups
to develop scope
and list of turnaround work
packages.

Create
Digital Facility
Map work scope
to plot plan and
digitize affected
areas of refinery
to create a
digital facility.

Develop Cost
Estimation Work
Packages
Using work list and
digital facility, create
cost estimation work
packages including
preliminary isos,
BOM and tie point
locations for cost
and schedule estimations leveraging
digital facility.

Develop
IFC Work
Packages
Extend cost
estimation work
packages to IFC
work packages
including detailed
dimensional
analysis, tie
point locations,
spooling and
full BOM.

Prepare
Constructability
Analysis
Prepare
constructability
analysis using the
digital facility to
simulate demolition, crane lifts,
rigging and other
construction
activities.

Fabrication
Verification
and Spool
Management
Oversight
Follow work
packages through
fabrication to
verify spools made
to design
specifications
and tolerances.
Manage spool
deliveries and
spool labeling
efforts to ensure
all pieces are
properly identified.

Quickly
Address
Discovery
Items During
Shutdown
Provide field
services during
shutdown
including cut lines,
discovery and RFI
resolution
leveraging the
digital facility.

Industry Experience
+ Industry pioneer with over 20 years
of laser scanning experience
+ Over 4,000 projects across
6 continents
+ Projects from 10 to 20,000 scans
+ Experienced full time CAD
designers
+ Industry trained field specialists

TEAM experts are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.
Find your local contact at TeamInc.com.
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